Damage Management Process

Vehicle Accident Management Process
This process does NOT apply to rental vehicles
For procedures to follow with rental vehicles,
please refer to the Core Policy and Procedures Manual
Chapter 11 (section 11.3.5, c.)

BC Gov't calls in to ARI
Damage Management to
report incident.

ARI Damage
Management sets up
file on system. Details
of loss & damage. The
accident report form is
requested from driver
via email.

If any Injuries to BC
Gov't Driver advise to
seek medical attention.
ARI would send notice
to BC Gov't and email
ARI CSR immediately.

BC Gov't driver is sent to a
Preferred Repair Facility & ARI to
arrange for a Tow if necessary

*If applicable, driver to
submit a GILR report.
See below for details.

Accident Report and (if
applicable) Police Report
received from BC Gov't driver.

The ARI preferred
repair facility sends
estimates and photos
of the damage.
If estimate is over the
authorization limit then
need to get approval
from BC Gov't.

Examples of Scenarios

Single Vehicle Accident
Vehicle is in an accident with an object (ex:
reversed into a post, hit an animal), there are
weather-related damages (ex: hail) or there are
damages caused by vandalism (ex: tires
slashed)

ARI Damage
Management reviews
estimate & documents
and notifies BC Gov't for
approval if over
authorization limit

3rd Party Accident
Vehicle is in an accident with a 3rd Party (ex: rear -ended another
vehicle, rear-ended by another vehicle, or side-swiped/changed lanes
into another vehicle)

ARI Damage Management reviews estimate & documents and notifies BC Gov't for
approval if over authorization limit

ICBC determines BC Gov't driver is "At Fault"
for the incident

ICBC determines BC Gov't driver is "Not At
Fault" for the incident
ARI to engage BC Risk Management team if 3rd Party
driver is from out of province (including subrogation with
3rd party insurer)

ARI will work with BC
Gov't whether to
repair or not repair

ARI will work with BC Gov't whether to repair or
not repair

ARI will work with BC Gov't whether to repair or
not repair
ARI submits to ICBC for
Recovery of repairs if applicable
& have ICBC claim#. Must be
less the GST.

Recovery payment from ICBC if
applicable as credit and BC Gov't is
billed for the GST on all repairs of their
monthly billing

CLOSE FILE
BC Gov't receives their monthly report with billing

*Any vehicle-related incident that may warrant a review of security measures must be reported
to the ministry's Security Officer by submitting a General Incident and Loss Report (GILR), available at http://gilr.gov.bc.ca/.
Examples that may warrant a review of security measures include incidents such as vehicle vandalism, theft into or of a vehicle, acts of arson,
or any other act that may be targeting a government employee (e.g. through intimidation, harassment, etc.).

Hit-and-Run
Vehicle is involved in a hit-and-run with a
3rd Party

ARI Damage
Management directs
driver to contact ICBC to
report as well. ICBC will
view the vehicle and if
they agree it's a hit-andrun, there will be a $750
deductible on the
repairs.

ARI will work with BC
Gov't whether to
repair or not repair

